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Recent enforcement actions against debt buyers by state and federal law enforcement agencies 
illustrate widespread problems in the debt buyer market that must be addressed. The Federal Trade 
Commission recommends in its 2013 and 2010 reports that states adopt reform efforts to address these 
market problems.   

Based on its review of enforcement actions, industry data, and the FTC’s reports, CRL recommends that 
to be effective, state reforms must include protections that ensure people are not sued in connection 
with time-barred debt, debt they do not owe, or for amounts they do not owe. At a minimum, state 
protections should set standards for adequate information and documentation for collecting a debt, and 
require additional information and documentation to file a debt collection lawsuit and to obtain a 
judgment against a consumer.      

Only with strong underlying consumer protections, can state and federal regulators aggressively address 
unscrupulous debt collection practices by debt buyers. Below is a summary of recent actions: 

State Actions 

• In 2014 and 2015, the New York Attorney
General obtained separate settlements
with 4 large debt buyers for, among other
things, robo-signing and illegally suing NY
residents for time-barred debt.1 As a result
of the settlements, more than 7,500
judgments have been vacated, worth more
than $34 million.2

• State Attorneys General and state and city
regulators in Arkansas,3 Pennsylvania,4 New York,5 and West Virginia6 have all taken action against 
National Credit Adjusters, a buyer of payday loan debts, for collecting and attempting to collect 
illegal payday loans in those states and cities, as well as abusive, harassing, and otherwise illegal 
collection tactics. 

• The Minnesota Attorney General sued debt buyer Bradstreet & Associates, LLC for charging
consumers interest they did not owe, sometimes more than 21%, including by obtaining default
judgments against people who were not represented in court.7

“Filing lawsuits on debts that have surpassed the 
statute of limitations is an abuse of the court 
system and hurts New Yorkers. My office will 
continue to hold debt collectors and lenders 
accountable, so that New Yorkers can keep more 
of their hard-earned money where it belongs—in 
their pockets.” –New York Attorney General Eric 
Schneiderman 



• Attorneys General in Colorado and Minnesota both sued debt buyer United Credit Recovery (UCR) 
in 2013 for robo-signing and falsifying original creditor documentation to support debt collection 
lawsuits UCR filed in state courts.8 In addition, UCR sold the debts, along with the falsified and 
robo-signed documents, to other debt buyers that used the fake documents as evidence of a 
consumer’s debt in state courts. 

 
• The Minnesota and West Virginia Attorneys General brought actions in 2011 and 2012, 

respectively, against one of the largest debt buyers, Midland Funding, for filing unreliable, “robo-
signed” affidavits in support of its collection lawsuits in Minnesota and West Virginia state 
courts.9 

 
• The Maryland Office of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation filed a complaint in 2011 against 

debt buyers LVNV Funding and Resurgent Capital Services for filing false and misleading 
complaints and supporting affidavits and misrepresenting the amounts of their claims in the 
state court collection lawsuits.10 The Commissioner and the debt buyers settled in 2012, with 
LVNV Funding and Resurgent Capital paying the state a $1 million penalty and the two companies 
dismissing more than 3,500 cases filed against Maryland residents.11 

 
• In 2011, the Texas Attorney General sued 

Encore Capital Group and two of its 
subsidiaries, Midland Funding and Midland 
Credit Management, for robo-signing of 
affidavits in support of collection lawsuits, 
filing cases against the wrong individuals, 
attempting to collect debts that had been 
fully or partially paid, and using incomplete 
or inaccurate information as the basis of its 
lawsuits.12 

 
Federal Actions 
 
• The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau filed a complaint in 2014 against law firm, Frederick J. 

Hanna & Associates, claiming that the firm operated as a debt collection lawsuit mill in bringing 
collection suits on behalf of debt buyer and creditor clients.13 Among other things, the law firm 
used illegal tactics to intimidate consumers into paying debts they may not owe and filed false 
affidavits in state courts. 

 
• The Federal Trade Commission’s 2013 action against debt buyer Asset & Capital Management 

Group alleged that the debt buyer extorted payments from consumers by using false threats of 
lawsuits, arrest, or property seizure and illegally harassing consumers by posing as law 
enforcement officials. The case was settled, resulting in more than $4 million in consumer 
restitution and the debt buyer being shuttered.14 

 
• The Federal Trade Commission filed a complaint against Asset Acceptance in 2012 alleging, among 

other things, that the debt buyer claimed consumers owed debts when it could not substantiate 
those representations and had reason to know the account portfolios contained inaccurate 

“. . . the defendants sometimes even used 
incomplete or inaccurate account information, 
targeted the wrong individuals for collection 
and improperly attempted to collect debts that 
had been fully or partially repaid.” – Texas 
Attorney General Press Release on charges 
against Encore Capital Group 



information, failed to disclose that debts were too old to be legally enforceable, and pursuing 
individuals who did not owe the debt. Asset Acceptance paid a $2.5 million penalty to settle those 
charges.15 

 
• In 2004, the FTC filed a complaint and obtained a permanent injunction and penalty against debt 

buyer Capital Acquisitions & Management Corporation (CAMCO) for attempting collect debts from 
people who never owed the debts, attempting to collect and report to credit reporting agencies 
debts that are beyond the statute of limitations or too old to report to credit agencies, among 
other abusive debt collection practices.  As a result of the injunction and penalty, a court-appointed 
receiver was appointed to shut down CAMCO.16 
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